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The Opportunity


• A diversity of home and business products provide 
savings in small packets that add up to a lot of 
savings- TV’s are the biggest


• Key market channels include national chain retailers 
and manufacturers that sell business-to-business


• By selling “upstream” to the manufacturer or retail 
buyer, we can influence the purchase and production 
mix.
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The Opportunity, ctd.


• Pacific Gas & Electric have developed a program to 
work at this level, build relationships, provide 
incentives and track results by locality.


• They have designed it to work for multiple program 
providers.


Key elements:
• Common specifications for all participants
• Common sales agent working with manufacturers and 


chains
• Electronic data interface to track change in sales by 


locality
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What are the Measures?


• To begin with- TV’s, monitors, and personal computers.   
BUT….
– NW already is already selling 80+ personal computers to businesses 


through another NEEA program.


– Baseline for monitors makes it unclear whether PG&E targets will save 
much energy.


• So primary focus for 2009 will be on televisions.
• Other products may be added later (printers, faxes, copiers, 


set top boxes)
• Adding white goods is a possibility (washers, dishwashers, 


refrigerators) but ET is not convinced yet that this is needed; 
retail programs are doing well for washers and refrigerators.
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Who Should Do This in the Northwest?


NW Energy Efficiency Alliance.  Why?
• Large chains and manufacturers have difficulty 


working with many utilities.
• This is clearly a market transformation opportunity-


with some evidence of success at the start.
• ET and local utilities elsewhere would pay the 


incentives out of their own budgets.  NEEA would 
have a contract for the program management.
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Has PG&E Built the Right Program?


Yes
• It targets the right people, and has already built some 


key sales relationships.
• The initial product standards could be more aggressive, 


but PG&E is open to strategic partnership and to 
stepping up standards in year 2.


• The platform allows for local identity on the marketing, 
but provides firm or region-wide contractors to work 
with local stores.
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Who’s On Board?


• So far, just PG&E and Sacramento.   Several other 
utilities are considering.


• BPA and Puget Energy have expressed interest in 
supporting an April 2009 start for NEEA 
participation alongside Energy Trust.   Extra funding 
for NEEA would be needed because their budget is 
fully committed.


• This means that NEEA could have significant 
influence on the strategic design if we join early.
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Governance


• All “participant program deliverers” will contract 
separately with the same contractors.   


• There is a “governing council”, still being developed.
• We cannot agree formally on incentive levels for 


antitrust reasons.
• A more structured national effort is eventually 


needed, but not in 2009.
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Where Is This Going?


• By 2010, the initiative could influence retailer buying patterns, 
and manufacturer volumes


• In 2011, the initiative could influence the design of consumer 
products.


• Savings and benefits/$ should increase as specifications get 
more efficient and more products are added.


• Program could influence CEE specifications, ENERGY STAR 
specifications, and, eventually, state and federal product 
standards.


• This could become a platform for market transformation for 
multiple products where retail rebates have been a difficult 
route.
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2009 Schedule, Budget and Savings


• Details are still being ironed out.
• Estimated cost is $1M in 2009.  
• We will negotiate to pay our “fair share” with other funders 


based on the number of retail accounts.
• Potential savings around 2.4 million kWh, assuming that we 


bump the share of TV’s meeting the ENERGY STAR tier 2 
specification from 12% to 17% for 25% of the NW households 
that are served by ET


• This would provide a B/C of about 1 in the first year- both utility 
and societal


• 2009 participation is primarily to build relationships and platform 
for further success in later years- B/C should improve markedly
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What Are the Downsides?


• National participation may water down the determination to keep 
advancing specifications.
– But, we could set an aggressive tone by joining early.


• Governance could be complex and time-consuming
– That’s why we suggest that one entity participate for the whole Northwest


• First year may not be funded by all of NW
– The plan is for all utilities to participate as part of NEEA’s “base funding” by 


2010.   Puget, BPA, and ET represent most of the region.


– Energy Trust participation is critical to NEEA getting started now.


• Budgeted will come from carryover plus some reallocation within 
New Homes and Products
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New Venture Criteria


Significant savings? Modest, in proportion to cost
Impact soon? Yes, some immediate, larger in the second year.
Likelihood of Success? High
Likelihood of Changing Market? High
Manageability? Some complications, but if it doesn’t work well there is 


no long term commitment to PG&E
Use Staff Core Competence? Yes, NEEA’s strategic capabilities; 


outsources something difficult for ET to do
Geographically Dispersed? Yes, includes wholesalers for smaller 


stores and chains.
Impact on Core Programs: Complimentary
Other: Opportunities to exand to other products that are otherwise 


difficult to address
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Study PurposeStudy Purpose


Understand Energy Trust customers’ general 
level of interest and awareness regarding 
energy efficiency, renewable energy, climate 
change, and etc.;


Help design Energy Trust’s marketing and 
implementation of existing/future programs and 
campaign;


Serve as a benchmark for future tracking 
surveys.
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SurveySurvey


Sample of 1,000 from random digit dialing; 
additional 204 renters from list


Sample weighted to be representative of Oregon 
population


Question Areas:
Energy Trust awareness and participation
Use of energy
Impressions of energy efficient/renewable energy 
products
Global warming beliefs
Purchasing plans
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Key FindingsKey Findings


• Energy Trust awareness concentrated in Metro/PDX region, PGE 
customers.


• Most commonly heard about Energy Trust from utility bill inserts and 
other direct mails.


• Participants tend to be homeowners in single-family houses, middle 
aged, have higher education level and household income, and gas 
space heat.


• Participants have installed efficient measures, but conservation
behaviors are not different from nonparticipants.


• Nonparticipants appear to be trying to reduce energy use by 
conservation measures, not able to employ efficiency measures 
primarily due to cost barrier. 


• Nonparticipants hold slightly more skeptical views toward “energy 
efficient” products in cost, availability, and comfort.
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Key Findings, continuedKey Findings, continued


• More people in Metro and Willamette/Coast regions believe Global
Warming is real compared to South and Eastern Oregon. 


• No difference in belief of global warming between participants and 
nonparticipants.


• More than half of nonparticipants’ primary news source is TV.  
Participants rely more on paper media and public radio.


• Half of the participants intend to participate in Energy Trust programs 
in next 12 months; about a quarter of nonparticipants intend to 
participate in Energy Trust programs in the next year. 


• Very few differences by region.
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Energy Trust Awareness by RegionEnergy Trust Awareness by Region


*** p
N=1,205
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Energy Trust Participation by RegionEnergy Trust Participation by Region


Note: ns denotes no significant difference observed.


ns, p (region)
*** p (homeownership)
N=70


N=8N=6N=17N=39
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Energy Trust Awareness and Participation


Of home owners in our service territory, 
38% had heard of us, 10% said they had 
participated.


Of single family home owners in our service 
territory, the numbers are 39% and 11%.


Of renters in our service territory, 20% 
have heard of us, 2% said they had 
participated.


Of single family renters in our service 
territory, the numbers are 27% and 5%.
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Energy Trust Participation RateEnergy Trust Participation Rate


N=328N=1,195


Note: Those respondents who said have participated in ETO only before 2004 (5 years or more ago) were not counted as ETO participant.
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Use of EnergyUse of Energy


Participant Nonparticipant Sig. (p)


How concerned about your home’s energy bill? (10-point) 8.2 6.8 ***
% of time you turn the lights off when leaving a room? 79.9% 85.2% *
% of time you do laundry with washer fully loaded? 83.6% 86.2% ns
% of time you leave your computer on/sleep mode? 49.4% 37.9% *
% of time you try to buy energy efficient appliances/electronics? 87.8% 74.8% **
Ever had a home energy audit/review? (yes) 34.3% 13.7% ***
Has filter for heating system been changed since January? (yes) 69.6% 54% **
Have a plasma TV larger than 42 inches? (yes) 13% 3.2% ***
Have CFL or twisty/swirly bulbs in your home? (yes) 91.3% 78.6% **
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CFL OwnershipCFL Ownership


N=1,204 N=521


N=1,204


* Asked if they said no/don’t know to CFL possession.


+


=
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Energy Efficiency/Renewable ImpressionEnergy Efficiency/Renewable Impression


* p


* p


* p
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Other Activities to Reduce Energy UseOther Activities to Reduce Energy Use


Note: The total number of responses (not number of respondents) were used for denominator. Total number of responses=1,616.
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Global Warming/Ecological BeliefGlobal Warming/Ecological Belief


** p
N=968


Note: In order to rescale this survey data to the scale used in the national survey, “somewhat convinced” (middle point) in this survey was treated as missing (n=235). 
‘Completely convinced’ and ‘Mostly convinced’ were combined in “convinced” bins, and ‘Not so convinced’ and ‘not at all convinced’ were combined in “not convinced”
bins. American Opinions on Global Warming, http://www.populationmedia.org/wp-content/uploads/2008/01/americansglobalwarmingreport.pdf


National survey, 2007
Convinced


Not convinced


No significant difference between participants and nonparticipants.
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Advice you would give to reduce Advice you would give to reduce 
contribution to global warmingcontribution to global warming


Note: The total number of responses (not number of respondents) were used for denominator. Total number of responses=995.
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PurchasingPurchasing


Note: Responses other than “yes” or “no” were treated missing.


N=1,173 N=1,192
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Struggler ProfileStruggler Profile


Behavioral variables
• Low energy consumption
• No Energy Trust participation
• Least informed about general 


energy efficiency issues
• Need more CFLs


Demographic variables
• Renters
• Electricity for heating
• Low income 
• Less educated
• Older householders
• Scattered across the state
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Main Street Oregonian ProfileMain Street Oregonian Profile


Behavioral variables
• Both low and high energy 


consumption
• Average information awareness 


level
• Some Energy Trust participation
Demographic variables
• Homeowners
• Electricity for heating
• Higher concentration in non-urban 


area, South in particular
• Middle income
• Varied education level
• Older householders
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Progressive Saver ProfileProgressive Saver Profile


Behavioral variables
• Low energy consumption
• Most informed about general 


energy efficiency issues
• Low Energy Trust participation


Demographic variables
• Homeowners
• Natural gas for heating
• Middle income
• Varied level of education
• Younger householders
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Willing and Able ProfileWilling and Able Profile


Behavioral variables
• Both low and high energy 


consumption
• Most informed about general 


energy efficiency issues
• High information awareness level


Demographic variables
• Mix of owners and renters
• Natural gas for heating
• Higher income
• Varied level of education
• Younger householders
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Comfortably Established ProfileComfortably Established Profile


Behavioral variables
• Very high energy consumption
• Average information 


awareness level
• High Energy Trust participation


Demographic variables
• Mix of owners and renters
• Electricity for heating
• High income
• Well educated
• Older householders
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Target Segment SelectionTarget Segment Selection


Strugglers


Main Street Oregonians


Progressive Savers


Willing and Able


Comfortably 
Established


Attractiveness Targeting Implementation


Low


High


Moderate


High


High


No, but send CFLs


Yes, hit hard!


Yes


They will come


Yes
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Topics


• Single-family homes
– Heat pumps
– Gas furnaces
– Air sealing
– Duct sealing
– Tax credit requirements for duct sealing
– Home Performance with ENERGY STAR® coupon


• Cooperative marketing
• Multifamily
• Mobile homes
• Weatherization specification revision schedule
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Single-Family Homes


Measure and Program Modifications


• Heat Pumps
• Gas Furnaces
• Air Sealing
• Duct Sealing
• Cooperative Marketing
• Home Performance with ENERGY STAR®


Coupon
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Single- Family Homes Heat Pumps


Heat Pump HSPF Modification


• Current Heat Pump requirement – Minimum HSPF 8.5
• New Heat Pump HSPF requirement – Minimum HSPF 9.0
• New HSPF in effect on May 1, 2009
Rationale:
• 2008 Energy Trust trade ally survey showed more than 85% 


of heat pump installations were HSPF 8.5 or higher
• Consistency with ODOE’s specifications
Participant Benefit: 
• Eligible for Energy Trust rebate and ODOE Tax Credit for all 


installations
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Single-Family Homes Furnaces


Stand alone furnace incentive for targeted 
markets only


• May 1, 2009, stand alone incentives for gas furnaces no longer 
available


Rationale:
• Gas furnace market shifted with Energy Efficiency programs 
• 40% replacement furnaces 95% AFUE or higher
• 70%-75% replacement furnaces 90% AFUE or higher
• High efficiency has become standard for replacements  
• May offer high efficiency furnaces incentives for multifamily 


buildings, moderate income households, and other 
underserved markets
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Evaluation Studies on Furnaces


39%20%36%80-89% efficient


48%37%56%90-94% efficient


11%43%9%95% or more efficient


2006
Trade ally survey


2007
Trade ally survey


2007
HES vendor survey


Gas furnace installations in:


Note: May not add to 100% due to rounding.


• Non-Trade Ally participating contractors surveyed for the 
HES evaluation responded that 88% of their furnace 
installations were furnaces that were 90% or more 
efficient
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Single-Family Homes Air Sealing


• Current Air Sealing Incentive – $1 per CFM up to $400
• Proposed Air Sealing Incentive  – $0.50 per CFM up to $250
• Air leakage test incentive reduced to $25 per residence tested
• New CFM Payment in effect on May 1, 2009


Rationale: 
• Initially ratcheted up payment to attract more air sealers
• Incentive needs to align with resulting savings; measure is not cost-effective 


without this change 


Requirements: 
• Minimum 200 CFM reduction for incentive


• Blower door test, air leakage test, minimum ventilation level of 8 ACH at 50 
Pa (reduction limit waived with approved mechanical ventilation)


• Contractor Invoice must list pre- and post-CFM numbers to qualify
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Single-Family Homes Duct Sealing


• Current Duct Sealing Incentive – $1 per CFM up to $400
• Proposed Duct Sealing Incentive  – $0.50 per CFM up to $250
• Duct Leakage test incentive reduced to $25 per duct system tested
• New CFM Payment in effect on May 1, 2009


Rationale:
• Initially ratcheted up payment to attract more duct sealers
• Incentive needs to align with resulting savings; measure cost-effectiveness is 


not likely without this change


Requirements:
• Duct sealing performed by Oregon Department of Energy/PTCS certified 


contractor
• Submit PTCS duct sealing form at www. ptcsnw.com
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Tax Credit Requirements for Duct Sealing


As of January 1, 2009, PTCS Duct Sealing 
Certification and PTCS Duct Sealing Form are now 
required for trade allies to apply for Oregon 
Residential Energy Tax Credits
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Revised PTCS Form


This field was added to the PTCS form to incorporate the 
quality control data from the ODOE worksheet
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Carbon Monoxide Detector Requirement


• All Duct Sealing jobs receiving a tax credit must 
install a carbon monoxide detector if there is a 
combustion appliance inside the conditioned area 
of the home


• As of May 1, 2009, the HES program will require 
carbon monoxide detectors to be installed in all 
homes receiving Energy Trust incentives for duct 
sealing


• Home Performance with ENERGY STAR jobs 
require this as well
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Home Performance with ENERGY STAR®


Home Performance with ENERGY STAR ®
coupon will be discontinued in 2009


• The current bonus coupon expired December 31, 
2008 


• For jobs bid prior to December 31, 2008, the bonus 
coupon will be honored as long as the trade ally 
provides documentation of the project bid and the job 
is completed on or before January 30, 2009 


• A multiple-measure installation bonus coupon is 
proposed for late spring
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Cooperative Marketing Restructuring


Structured to reward volume and quality


• Three tracks with consideration for being new
– Home Energy Solutions Trade Allies


• New Trade Allies
• Established


– Home Performance with ENERGY STAR ®


• New Trade Allies
• Established 


– Real Estate Professional Trade Allies 
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Home Energy Solutions Trade Allies 
(First-Year in program)


• First year of participation; quarterly cap based on 
number of total employees. 


• 1–10, $500/quarter
• 11–20, $1,000/quarter
• 21–30, $1,500/quarter
• 31 and up, $2,000/quarter (capped out)
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Home Energy Solutions Trade Allies


$400,000+ in project cost installed (21)
– Quality control pass rate of 95% or greater


– $2,000 per quarter/$8,000 per year


– Quality control pass rate of 94% or less


– $1,500 per quarter/$6,000 per year


$100,000 – $399,999 (60)
– $1,000 per quarter/$4,000 per year


$99,999 and under (113)
– $2,000 per year


** Numbers in parenthesis indicate the number of current HES trade allies out 
of 196 that fall into a particular category.
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Home Performance Trade Allies 
(First-Year in program)


• First year of participation; quarterly cap based on total 
number of employees. 


• 1–10, $1,000/quarter
• 11–20, $1,500/quarter
• 21–30, $2,000/quarter
• 31 and up, $3,000/quarter (capped out)
• After first year of being a trade ally, reimbursement is 


then recalculated semi-annually, on the 15th of every 
January and July
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Home Performance Trade Allies


$200,000 and up (8)
– Quality control pass rate of 95% or greater
– $3,000/quarter for co-op, $12,000/year


– Quality control pass rate of 94% or less 
– 2,500/quarter for co-op, $10,000/year


$50,000–$199,999 (11)
– $2,000/quarter for co-op, $8,000/year


$49,999 and under (7)
– $1000/quarter for co-op, $4,000/year


** Numbers in parenthesis indicate the number of current Home Performance trade 
allies out of 26 that fall into a particular category.
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Real Estate Professional Trade Allies


Quarterly allotment $1,000/quarter 


• Allow reimbursement for only the following:
– $100 cash back for becoming an Earth Advantage S.T.A.R. and 


Energy Trust trade ally
– Web site—fixed annual reimbursement of $250
– Direct mail and flyers—33% of approved project cost
– Business cards—33% of approved project cost


• Mechanism to track installation referrals being put into 
place for 2009
– 2010 cooperative marketing will be based on project referrals


S.T.A.R.= Sustainable Trained Accredited Realtor
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Multifamily


Measure and Program Modifications


• Windows
• Windows Promotion
• Water Heaters and Boilers
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Multifamily Windows


Minimum window U-value of 0.30 beginning May 
1, 2009


Rationale: 
• Of the 15,867 windows installed in the 2008 windows promotion, 95% were 


U-.30 or less
• Program simplification
Requirements:
• Applies to projects with electric or gas heat 
• Insulation requirements for window incentives remain the same
• Electric-heated multifamily units


– $3.00 per sq. ft. incentive for the replacement of single-glazed windows 
– $2.00 per sq. ft. incentive for the replacement of double-glazed windows


• Gas-heated multifamily units
– $2.25 per sq. ft. incentive for the replacement of both single- and double-glazed 


windows
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Multifamily Spring Promotion & 
Custom Track


Windows promotion in Spring will be 
discontinued 


Rationale:
• The multifamily program would like to place more emphasis on 


HVAC, lighting, appliances and insulation 
• Majority of multifamily incentive dollars going to windows at 


promotional rate returns marginal savings to the program 
• Business Energy Tax Credit covers 35%


Custom Track for HVAC solutions


• Custom track available for participants’ needing a customized 
incentive structure built around estimated savings and costs


• Targeted at non-prescriptive HVAC efficiency solutions
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New Incentives – Water Heaters & 
Boilers


• Domestic hot water tanks
– A minimum 91% AFUE or 91% thermal efficiency
– Incentive: $2.50 per kBtu/hr input


• Domestic tankless water heaters with electronic 
ignition
– A minimum 73.8% energy factor
– Incentive: $2.00 per kBtu/hr input


• High-efficiency boiler with electronic ignition
– A minimum 90% thermal efficiency and 500/kBtu/hr input
– Incentive: $4.00 per kBtu/hr input
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Existing Mobile Homes New Requirements


Notification letter at 8 ACH
• There will be a requirement to issue a notification letter when 


less than 8 ACH at 50 Pa exists in the mobile home, even with 
an approved mechanical ventilation strategy


100% QC jobs with multiple complex ducts
• Beginning May 1, 2009, quality control inspections will be 


required when more than one complex duct repair incentive is 
received
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Existing Mobile Homes Air Sealing


• Current Air Sealing Incentive – $1 per CFM up to $300
• Proposed Air Sealing Incentive  – $0.50 per CFM up to $250
• Adding Air Leakage Test incentive of $25 per residence tested
• New CFM Payment in effect on May 1, 2009


Rationale: 
• Initially ratcheted up payment to attract more air sealers
• Measure incentive needs to align with savings.  Measure is not cost-effective based  


without this change


Requirements: 
• Minimum 100 CFM reduction for incentive


• Blower door test, air leakage test, minimum ventilation level of 8 ACH at 50 Pa 
(reduction limit waived with approved mechanical ventilation)


• Contractor Invoice must list pre- and post-CFM numbers to qualify
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Existing Mobile Homes Duct Sealing 


• Current Duct Sealing Incentive – $1 per CFM up to $400
• Proposed Duct Sealing Incentive  – $0.50 per CFM up to $250
• Duct Leakage test incentive reduced to $25 per duct system tested
• New CFM Payment in effect on May 1, 2009


Rationale:
• Initially ratcheted up payment to attract more duct sealers
• Incentive needs to align with resulting savings; measure is not likely to be 


cost-effective without this change


Requirements:
• Minimum 100 CFM reduction for incentive
• Submit BPA PTCS duct sealing form including additional data as already 


covered under single family
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Weatherization Specification Manual


Updated Weatherization Specification Manual
Release Date: March 31, 2009


The annual review process for the manual is as follows:
• December 16, 2008: Discussion with trade allies
• December 31, 2008: End of open-comment period
• February 17, 19, 20, 2009: Q1 Trade Ally Roundtable Series breakout 


discussions and information processing begins. A copy of the revised draft 
will be posted to Energy Trust’s website prior to the Q1 Trade Ally 
Roundtable Series


• March 31, 2009: Two hardcopies of final, revised manual will be sent to 
trade allies


• May 1, 2009: New specifications will go into effect








First Last Company
1 Jeff Bissonnette Fair and Clean Energy
2 Suzanne Dillard Oregon Department of Energy 
3 Bruce Dobbs BOMA
4 Michael Early Industrial Customers of Northwest Utilities
5 Joe Esmonde International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
6 Charlie Grist NW Power Planning Council
7 Andria Jacob City of Portland
8 Don Jones PacifiCorp
9 Paul Kase Oregon Remodelers Association
10 Lori Koho Oregon Public Utility Commission
11 Karen Meadows Bonneville Power Administration 
12 Holly Meyer NW Natural
13 Stan Price Northwest Energy Efficiency Council
14 Lauren Shapton Portland General Electric
15 Allison Spector Cascade Natural Gas
16 Steve  Weiss NW Energy Coalition
17 Bill Welch Eugene Water & Electric Board


CAC Board Member Representatives
Jason Eisdorfer Energy Trust Board of Directors
Debbie Kitchin Energy Trust Board of Directors
Alan Meyer Energy Trust Board of Directors
John Reynolds Energy Trust Board of Directors


Energy Trust of Oregon 
Conservation Advisory Council Member 2009 Roster 
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   851 SW Sixth Avenue   Portland, OR 97204     1-866-ENTRUST    (503) 546-6862 fax     energytrust.org 


Meeting of the Conservation Advisory Council 
Wednesday, January 21st, 2009  1:30 – 4:00 p.m. 
Energy Trust Megawatt Conference Room 
851 SW 6th Ave. Suite 1200 
Portland, OR 97204 
 
 
AGENDA    
 
1:30 pm Welcome and Introductions  
 
 
1:35 2009 Administrative Details   (Information) 
    Schedule  
    Roster 
    ETO Staffing Redesign Exercise 
           
 
1:45 2009 Program Incentive Updates  (Discussion) 
    Home Energy Solutions - Existing Homes  
    Coop Marketing  Program  
 
 
3:00  Evaluation Update  (Information) 
     Consumer Awareness Study   
 
 
3:30 Home Electronics Program  (Discussion) 
 
 
4:00 Adjourn  
  
 
The next scheduled meeting of the Conservation Advisory Council will be on February 18.  
 





